
Urban Conservation

Our Impact

40
states where we have delivered 

green infrastructure services

14
cities where we are currently 

providing urban conservation 

services

3
of the country’s largest 

metropolitan areas use  

our greenspace plans:  

Los Angeles, Chicago  

and Houston

Our Approach
We focus our urban conservation work within three major themes: Parks 

With Purpose, Integrated Water Management, and Green Infrastructure 

Planning. We also provide integrated services to communities based on 

their specific needs, such as conservation loans, mitigation and impact 

funds, economic development and job creation, food systems and land 

acquisition. 

We work closely with communities to identify their conservation 

priorities and goals, and to provide them with the technical support, 

resources and high-impact, cost-effective implementation strategies 

needed to grow their capacity. This support allows communities to 

fulfill their conservation visions, while ensuring they are able to manage 

projects sustainably. 

We are an active partner in many ongoing urban conservation initiatives 

including the Urban Federal Waters Partnership, the Metropolitan 

Greenspaces Alliance, the One Water Leadership Summit and the 

Ecological Places in Cities initiative. We collaborate with regional 

coalitions, metropolitan planning organizations, land trusts and other 

groups to support investments in urban green infrastructure. 

Urban conservation means connecting people 

to nature and investing in neighborhood green 

infrastructure that helps make communities more 

sustainable, resilient and livable.
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About The Conservation Fund 
At The Conservation Fund, we make 

conservation work for America. 

By creating solutions that make 

environmental and economic sense, 

we are redefining conservation to 

demonstrate its essential role in our 

future prosperity. Top-ranked for 

efficiency and effectiveness, we have 

worked in all 50 states since 1985 to 

protect nearly 8 million acres  

of land. 
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conservationfund.org/what-we-do 

Projects at a Glance

Parks With Purpose. Eighty-two percent of Americans now live in urban 

areas, making the need for equitable access to open space in cities vital. 

We created our urban Parks with Purpose program to not only provide 

safe places for kids to play and communities to come together, but also 

to reduce the impacts of storm water flooding, provide environmental 

education and offer green job opportunities for community members. 

We have brought our full suite of conservation services—land loans, real 

estate expertise, green infrastructure planning, community development, 

business lending and job creation—to create Parks With Purpose in 

Atlanta, Detroit, Los Angeles and more. 

Green Infrastructure Planning. In San Diego, the International Rescue 

Committee turned to The Conservation Fund when they wanted to find 

a vacant lot to create a new urban farm in the middle of San Diego—no 

easy feat in a city with high demand for development. The Fund used 

geographic information system (GIS) mapping and high-resolution data 

to analyze available land against a specific set of desired criteria to find 

the perfect parcel. Without the level of precision provided by GIS to 

support IRC’s on-the-ground knowledge, finding this needle in a haystack 

might not have been possible. 

” 
“We could not ask for a better partner 

than The Conservation Fund.  We 
approach projects with a similar 

mindset, focused on community based 
solutions.  Working together, the 

sum of our efforts is so much greater 
than its parts.  We are proud to be 

The Conservation Fund’s Parks With 
Purpose partner in Atlanta.

Michael Halicki

Executive Director

Park Pride

Integrated Water Management. In our cities, effects of climate 

change, population growth and development are putting added stress 

on urban water resources. The Conservation Fund forges on-the-

ground partnerships with communities—such as Kansas City, Raleigh 

and Washington, D.C.—to protect water quality and build resilient 

communities. Our unique approach demonstrates that integrating water 

management strategies that combine “green infrastructure” approaches 

with grey can create durable, cost-effective solutions. 
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